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Joyous Mysteries  

Leader: let us begin…( looking at the cross you may choose to kiss the cross or cross 

yourself) Holding the cross in your hand, Make the sign of the cross by using the fingers 

of your right hand and touching your forehead saying together; 

 In the name of the Father/Mother… (then touching your chest and say) …and of the 

Son…(then the left shoulder)… and of the Holy…. (right shoulder) … Spirit Amen.  

Love Wisdom Creed (Said together on the cross of the risen Lord) 

There is one infinite God/ Goddess vibration of love that creates everything seen and 

unseen. This all prevailing presence is light, love, miraculous creation, and the sacred 

expression of inclusion. Divine love embraces all humanity, regardless of religious 

preference or any other human selective difference. Heaven is here on earth. 

I am free to live a life of spiritual freedom and full self expression liberated in love, 

gratitude and mastery in this body here and now. My spirit is limitless. I am responsible 

for any limits I experience in this body and have complete access to the divine through 
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prayer and contemplation to release myself from any human bonds I have worn as 

spiritual clothing that no longer resonate with my essence.  

I enjoy direct mystical access and divine union while practicing spiritual rites. These 

sacred rites belong to all humanity. In the Christian tradition they are known as Baptism, 

Rebirth, the Communion of Saints, the Sacrament of Communion and the Mystical Bridal 

Chamber. I follow the sacred path towards Spiritual Awakening, Enlightenment, 

Transmutation and Ascension in this life.  

I experience the presence of the Christed one known to me as Jesus the Christ. Jesus 

Christ was Avatar, Teacher, Guide and friend. I revere blessed Mother Mary, who is 

compassion, love, forgiveness and healing. I trust in the existence of Holy Spirit who is 

essence living in me as life force. 

I trust in the reality  of the Holy Ones, the Divine Male and Female Deities who have 

sprung forth from all the great and lesser known spiritual paths to teach and guide us on 

the path of Love Wisdom. 

 I am ageless and timeless.  My life continues in or out of this human temple I call my 

body.  Whatever I have done willingly or unknowingly to myself or others that does not 
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resonate with pure truth, can be washed from me through the power of forgiveness and 

the unending limitless power of LOVE. 

We join together in saying The Lord’s Prayer (said on the first bead)                                 

 

Oh Magnificent Source of everything, breath of life, you who are the realm of sound and 

light, may I experience your glorious nature in my essence. The veil between heaven and 

earth becomes transparent in this realm. In my great gratitude and love I ask that your 

divine will become the guiding truth of this wondrous human domain.  

 

I am profoundly grateful for your guidance, moving my thoughts and actions towards 

embodied wisdom and understanding. I celebrate your generous assistance in 

manifesting my daily needs. Detach the fetters of faults that bind me karmically and 

support me in discovering the deeper blessings of challenge and discordance. Point my 

focused direction to contribution and depth, free from those actions that take me away 

from my highest expression of self.  
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You are the source of pure truth, power, grace and beauty. You are constant throughout 

the ages of humankind. Sealed in trust, faith and truth.  Amen 

 

Three Hail Mary’s (said on the set of 3 beads as we invoke the Light Love and Spiritual 

Power of our unfolding essence) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before large single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

Oh Lord Jesus help us to forgive our own errors and assist us in our divine quest. 
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Lead all beings to Love, Light and Empowerment, especially those most in need of your 

compassion. Amen. 

The First Joyous Mystery is the Annunciation. (said by the leader on large single bead)  

The Angel Gabriel comes to Mary and greets her, “Hail Mary, full of grace the Lord is 

with thee! Blessed art thou among women.”   

The Annunciation, declares that Mary is blessed and filled with grace.  Sometimes an 

angel appears in our life at just the perfect moment to remind us of our divine 

existence.  

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation: 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 
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From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we contemplate the concept of validation. Do we need someone 

outside ourselves to validate our blessedness and our grace filled life, or are we aware 

and in a state of gratitude for the beautiful life we live? As we align our cells with the 

joyous experience of the annunciation, feel the ecstasy and jubilation of freedom and 

fulfillment.  

 (said on the set of 10 beads) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 
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 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

The Second Joyous Mystery is the Visitation.  (said on large single bead)  

Mary travels to see Elizabeth and help out while they prepare for the births of their 

holy children. Pregnant Mary encumbered with responsibilities and concerns, 

recognizes the true path of a fully embodied human is to spread love and be a support 

to others.  

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 
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From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we consider the spiritual importance of service in the world.  

Whenever you give generously of yourself, you open yourself to the spectacular gifts 

the universe has to offer.  “Love one another, Serve one another.”  

 (said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 
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 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

The Third Joyous Mystery is the Nativity.  (said on large bead) 

The appearance of impoverished conditions for the location of the holy birth 

metaphorically refers to the concept of spiritual privacy or poverty. Spiritual privacy is 

the falling away of the outer supports to reveal the nature and connection of the soul 

with its own Divinity.  Consciousness expands as we comprehend in the solitude of our 

own introspection that regardless of how things may seem to appear on the outside 

we need never experience poverty if our insides are aligned with the joy and oneness 

of the universe. Having and partaking in the glories and abundant nature of the 

physical world are wonderful and right. In those wonderful moments of challenge 
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when we are standing raw and exposed we can continue to live in our bliss and 

celebrate the very joy of being in our Divine Self.  

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled.                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 
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Ten Hail Mary’s as we reflect on the importance of the thoughts we dwell on. Our 

understanding grows as we see the evidence of our consistent thoughts becoming 

reality. As our awareness broadens we are careful to use our thoughts, words and 

emotional energy as a blessing on our environment.  

 (said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen 

The Fourth Joyous Mystery is the Jesus presented in the Temple (said on large single 

bead)  
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Dedication or Baptism is the outer affirmation for a life of Divine guidance 

representing our souls desire to live well the life in front of us.  

We are born with a plan in place to allow us to move forward in our soul growth. Are 

you  dedicated to your soul’s progressive growth or is it a perfect moment to 

rededicate yourself to this unfolding journey. Conscious intention is always the most 

effective way to move forward in this venture.  

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 
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From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we reflect on spiritual law and the importance of our intention 

through our thoughts, words and emotions and our profound impact throughout the 

world.   

 (said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 
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Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

The Fifth Joyous Mystery is discovering the Adolescent Master Jesus in the Temple 

(said on large single bead)  

The young master Jesus sees his concerned parents and reminds us all “The actions I 

take are aligned with my soul purpose and support my spiritual journey.” 

 Awakening to spiritual nature opens our eyes to choice.  In this huge step Jesus stops 

being a spiritual child and declares his personal power to listen to his soul voice and 

purpose becoming accountable for the depth of spiritual connection and growth. 

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 
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From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we reflect on our soul purpose, and the reasons we entered into 

this world of form.  What did we come to do? Are we in movement or in the quiet 

resting place on our path towards awakening? Are there steps we could be taking at 

this time we have let slide? Have we aligned ourselves with the highest expression of 

truth?  

(said on the set of 10 beads ) 
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Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen 

Final Prayer (Said on the holy medal) 

Hail Holy Queen, Mother of Mercy, You are Guide, Sweetness and Hope. It is to you 

Mother Mary we turn our open hearts as awakening children of Eve and to you 

Beloved Sister we respectfully make our requests for assistance, invoking your love- 

wisdom. 
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We implore you to look upon us with your gracious eyes filled with compassion and 

understanding. In our period of growth support us in expanding our vibrational bodies to 

the realm of Love-Divinity. Oh clement, Oh loving, Oh sweet Mother Mary! 

Pray for us Oh Holy Mother of the Christed one, that we may embody and experience the 

promises of Christ as was intended for us from the beginning. Amen. 
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The Challenging Mysteries 

Leader: let us begin…( looking at the cross you may choose to kiss the cross or cross 

yourself) Holding the cross in your hand, Make the sign of the cross by using the fingers 

of your right hand and touching your forehead saying together; 

 In the name of the Father/Mother… (then touching your chest and say) …and of the 

Son…(then the left shoulder)… and of the Holy…. (right shoulder) … Spirit Amen.  

Love Wisdom Creed (Said together on the cross of the risen Lord) 

There is one infinite God/ Goddess vibration of love that creates everything seen and 

unseen. This all prevailing presence is light, love, miraculous creation, and the sacred 

expression of inclusion. Divine love embraces all humanity, regardless of religious 

preference or any other human selective difference. Heaven is here on earth. 

I am free to live a life of spiritual freedom and full self expression liberated in love, 

gratitude and mastery in this body here and now. My spirit is limitless. I am responsible 

for any limits I experience in this body and have complete access to the divine through 
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prayer and contemplation to release myself from any human bonds I have worn as 

spiritual clothing that no longer resonate with my essence.  

I enjoy direct mystical access and divine union while practicing spiritual rites. These 

sacred rites belong to all humanity. In the Christian tradition they are known as Baptism, 

Rebirth, the Communion of Saints, the Sacrament of Communion and the Mystical Bridal 

Chamber. I follow the sacred path towards Spiritual Awakening, Enlightenment, 

Transmutation and Ascension in this life.  

I experience the presence of the Christed one known to me as Jesus the Christ. Jesus 

Christ was Avatar, Teacher, Guide and friend. I revere blessed Mother Mary, who is 

compassion, love, forgiveness and healing. I trust in the existence of Holy Spirit who is 

essence living in me as life force. 

I trust in the reality of the Holy Ones, the Divine Male and Female Deities who have 

sprung forth from all the great and lesser known spiritual paths to teach and guide us on 

the path of Love Wisdom. 

 I am ageless and timeless.  My life continues in or out of this human temple I call my 

body.  Whatever I have done willingly or unknowingly to myself or others that does not 
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resonate with pure truth, can be washed from me through the power of forgiveness and 

the unending limitless power of LOVE. 

We join together in saying The Lord’s Prayer (said on the first bead)                                 

 

Oh Magnificent Source of everything, breath of life, you who are the realm of sound and 

light, may I experience your glorious nature in my essence. The veil between heaven and 

earth becomes transparent in this realm. In my great gratitude and love I ask that your 

divine will become the guiding truth of this wondrous human domain.  

 

I am profoundly grateful for your guidance, moving my thoughts and actions towards 

embodied wisdom and understanding. I celebrate your generous assistance in 

manifesting my daily needs. Detach the fetters of faults that bind me karmically and 

support me in discovering the deeper blessings of challenge and discordance. Point my 

focused direction to contribution and depth, free from those actions that take me away 

from my highest expression of self.  
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You are the source of pure truth, power, grace and beauty. You are constant throughout 

the ages of human kind. Sealed in trust, faith and truth.  Amen. 

Three Hail Mary’s (said on the set of 3 beads as we invoke the Light Love and Spiritual 

Power of our unfolding essence) 

Hail Mary, Mother of humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before large single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

Oh Lord Jesus help us to forgive our own errors and assist us in our divine quest. 
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Lead all beings to Love, Light and Empowerment, especially those most in need of your 

compassion. Amen. 

 

The First Challenging Mystery Is the Agony in the Garden. (said on large single bead)  

In this scene of solitary prayer in the garden of Gethsemane we observe sleepy 

disciples who cannot seem to stay awake and hold the space to support the Master. 

Jesus is in prayer facing his immediate future and at moments slips into negotiating 

with Father/Mother God for some other alternative choice. It reminds us of a higher 

unknown plan.  This plan may appear beyond our human conscious understanding. 

Our wondrous opportunity is to embrace what we have been gifted and what we have 

set up for ourselves joyfully. We can take comfort in the idea that even the Holy Ones 

had moments where they were in question of the plan, and know whole heartedly 

that no matter how things may seem to appear, they are still working perfectly. 

Nothing happens without cause, there are no mistakes. There is purpose and blessing 

in everything. As we are lifted out of the human persona and view of the mundane 

existence we are gifted a foundation of Love–Wisdom and God purpose in our lives.  
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We join together in saying of the Great Invocation: 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we reflect on the Love-Wisdom that sustains us and the unending 

energy of spirit to propel us with great momentum through our moments of despair, 
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towards restoration. Comfort and trust replaces fear as we surrender our uplifted 

hearts to a higher plan. 

(said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

The Second Challenging Mystery Is Master Jesus visibly dishonored in the Temple (said 

on large single bead)  
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This event reminds us of the pain and suffering of the human condition. Perhaps the 

Story would have played out very differently in this new era of light and love. Our day 

is so different then 2000 years ago and the populace of Jesus time needed the 

inspiration of a selfless Martyr to move them on the path of dedication and devotion. 

Jesus surrendered to the moment and served his era and followers whole heartedly. 

What was inspiring then from our new perspective may appear puzzling. Against the 

new back drop of empowerment, accountability, easy access to the divine source 

we’ve come a long way.   

In every age a devotee following the path of Love and Light will meet with moments of 

challenge. As we awaken to our spiritual nature we begin to release old harmful 

patterns and programs. We take our place as wise elders, building our nature and 

identity with our highest spiritual expression. In this spiritual nature we partake in 

divine grace. Our expression becomes one with Love-Wisdom and our actions and our 

interpretations reflect cherishing, honor, love and respect for all. 

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 
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From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we contemplate on the wise elder wisdom needed to see beyond 

the illusions of an imperfect situation. We release our attachments, addictions and 

willingness to blame others. Through detachment, neutrality and compassion we 

emerge from the fog of muddled instability into the light of a higher perspective. 
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Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

The Third Challenging Mystery Is Master Jesus Crowned with Thorns. (said on large 

single bead)  

This Challenging mystery brings us through an important spiritual step of piercing 

through the mental body and the ego.  Jesus is crowned, around the head with thorns. 

His non- resistance, and acceptance, allows him to move through to the other side, 

where spiritual liberation is at hand. By embracing each challenge, our personal crown 

of truth is embodied. Courage and trust must be present on this journey of initiation. 
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We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we reflect on manifesting the crown of truth, releasing mind 

chatter, lost focus and  delusions, moving powerfully toward clear thinking, serenity 
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and ease in the mental body. Courage builds faith and trust, it anchors the heart 

center and emotional body with divine love. This resulting confidence solidifies self-

assurance and the knowledge that all is in order regardless of how things may seem to 

appear. By taking this step you have directly opened your crown to connection with 

the Supreme Being.  

(said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 
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The Fourth Challenging Mystery Is Master Jesus carrying the weight of the cross. (said 

on large single bead)   

This memory reminds us that we are never alone even in the most difficult moments. 

When Jesus stumbles from the burden, the Divine sends one to carry the cross for the 

duration of the journey.  

We grow with the challenges of life through our strengths and weaknesses. We quest 

towards the fulfillment of harmony in spirit and body, emotions and mind. This 

reminds us of the importance of spiritual practice and consistence in both the 

mundane repetitions of daily life and the moments of ecstatic union. As we find 

gratitude for the life we live in all its varied states we are transformed. 

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 
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From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

(said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we reflect on manifesting the crown of truth, releasing mind 

chatter, lost focus and  delusions, moving powerfully toward clear thinking, serenity 

and ease in the mental body. Courage builds faith and trust, it anchors the heart 

center and emotional body with divine love. This resulting confidence solidifies self-

assurance and the knowledge that all is in order regardless of how things may seem to 
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appear. By taking this step you have directly opened your crown to connection with 

the Supreme Being.  

(said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

The Fifth Challenging Mystery Is the Master Jesus (human), dying on the Cross.  (said 

on large single bead)  
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Our Christian tradition teaches that we must die to the lesser to be one with the 

higher. In this ‘death’ we make our passage by releasing the ego, opening up to the 

state of unconditional love and oneness with everything and everyone. The 

movement can be difficult, the results profound. We attain Spiritual freedom. As our 

lower nature dies off we are welcomed into the company of the mystics and Holy 

Ones of all traditions.  

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 
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From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we reflect on the difficulties that ‘appear’ to slow us down on our 

eternal quest. In these moments of difficulty our resilience and capabilities surface. 

Fortified with dedication and devotion we meet our challenges with strength inspired 

and encouraged by the Holy Ones who have travelled the path before us to light our 

way.  

(said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 
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As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

Final Prayer (Said on the holy medal) 

Hail Holy Queen, Mother of Mercy, You are Guide, Sweetness and Hope. It is to you 

Mother Mary we turn our open hearts as awakening children of Eve; and to you 

Beloved Sister we respectfully make our requests for assistance, invoking your love-

wisdom. 

We implore you to look upon us with your gracious eyes filled with compassion and 

understanding. In our period of growth, support us in expanding our vibrational bodies 

to the realm of Love-Divinity. Oh clement, Oh loving, Oh sweet Mother Mary! 

Pray for us Oh Holy Mother of the Christed one, that we may embody and experience the 

promises of Christ as was intended for us from the beginning. Amen. 
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The Glorious Mysteries 

Leader: let us begin…( looking at the cross you may choose to kiss the cross or cross 

yourself) Holding the cross in your hand, Make the sign of the cross by using the fingers 

of your right hand and touching your forehead saying together; 

 In the name of the Father/Mother… (then touching your chest and say) …and of the 

Son…(then the left shoulder)… and of the Holy…. (right shoulder) … Spirit Amen.  

Love Wisdom Creed (Said together on the cross of the risen Lord) 

There is one infinite God/ Goddess vibration of love that creates everything seen and 

unseen. This all prevailing presence is light, love, miraculous creation, and the sacred 

expression of inclusion. Divine love embraces all humanity, regardless of religious 

preference or any other human selective difference. Heaven is here on earth. 

I am free to live a life of spiritual freedom and full self expression liberated in love, 

gratitude and mastery in this body here and now. My spirit is limitless. I am responsible 

for any limits I experience in this body and have complete access to the divine through 
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prayer and contemplation to release myself from any human bonds I have worn as 

spiritual clothing that no longer resonate with my essence.  

I enjoy direct mystical access and divine union while practicing spiritual rites. These 

sacred rites belong to all humanity. In the Christian tradition they are known as Baptism, 

Rebirth, the Communion of Saints, the Sacrament of Communion and the Mystical Bridal 

Chamber. I follow the sacred path towards Spiritual Awakening, Enlightenment, 

Transmutation and Ascension in this life.  

I experience the presence of the Christed one known to me as Jesus the Christ. Jesus 

Christ was Avatar, Teacher, Guide and friend. I revere blessed Mother Mary, who is 

compassion, love, forgiveness and healing. I trust in the existence of Holy Spirit who is 

essence living in me as life force. 

I trust in the reality of the Holy Ones, the Divine Male and Female Deities who have 

sprung forth from all the great and lesser known spiritual paths to teach and guide us on 

the path of Love Wisdom. 

 I am ageless and timeless.  My life continues in or out of this human temple I call my 

body.  Whatever I have done willingly or unknowingly to myself or others that does not 
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resonate with pure truth, can be washed from me through the power of forgiveness and 

the unending limitless power of LOVE. 

We join together in saying The Lord’s Prayer (said on the first bead)                                 

 

Oh Magnificent Source of everything, breath of life, you who are the realm of sound and 

light, may I experience your glorious nature in my essence. The veil between heaven and 

earth becomes transparent in this realm. In my great gratitude and love I ask that your 

divine will become the guiding truth of this wondrous human domain.  

 

I am profoundly grateful for your guidance, moving my thoughts and actions towards 

embodied wisdom and understanding. I celebrate your generous assistance in 

manifesting my daily needs. Detach the fetters of faults that bind me karmically and 

support me in discovering the deeper blessings of challenge and discordance. Point my 

focused direction to contribution and depth, free from those actions that take me away 

from my highest expression of self.  
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You are the source of pure truth, power, grace and beauty. You are constant throughout 

the ages of human kind. Sealed in trust, faith and truth.  Amen. 

 

Three Hail Mary’s (said on the set of 3 beads as we invoke the Light Love and Spiritual 

Power of our unfolding essence) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before large single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

Oh Lord Jesus help us to forgive our own errors and assist us in our divine quest. 
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Lead all beings to Love, Light and Empowerment, especially those most in need of your 

compassion. Amen. 

The First Glorious Mystery is the Resurrection (said on large single bead)  

In the story of the resurrection Jesus vanishes from the tomb. Death of the body does 

not mean death of the spirit. The Angel speaks to Mary of Magdala and later to the 

Disciples, “He is not here, he has been raised up”. In glorious celebration we know and 

affirm life beyond the physical body. Our spirit lives on! 

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 
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From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we absorbed the knowledge of our immortality! Our life continues 

to evolve as we move between the physical and astral plans. We practice through 

meditation and sleep to navigate the astral realms. As we shed these mortal bodies 

for the last time we return to our astral home and life continues. I am more than what 

is seen in this physical body.  

 (said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 
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 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen 

The Second Glorious Mystery is The Ascension (said on large single bead)  

In the story of Ascension Jesus speaks to his devoted followers then visibly ascends 

into the heavens to assume his role in sacred service. Now available to both those in 

and out of body, through prayer and contemplation he takes on his fulfilled 

enlightened place among the greater community of Holy Ones.  

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 
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From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

 Ten Hail Mary’s as we remember our spirit life in the realm beyond the physical body. 

Even when we are in the muddle and confusion of the physical, we have glimpses 

what is often hidden from us.  I am eternal, my life continues in the subtle plans.   

(said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 
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 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

The Third Glorious Mystery is Pentecost. (said on large single bead)  

Pentecost is the outpouring of spiritual gifts! We are an open vessel flooded with 

spiritual gifts! Our cup overflows with inspiration, abundance and divine love. Living 

our lives fully self expressed in the celebration and gratitude for all these incredible 

blessings, our very essence expresses divinity and blesses all humanity! ‘And unto 

each of us a gift is given’ As we awaken to the gifts we are given and own them, we 

find our way to contribute in the world. 

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 
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From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we open to receiving spiritual gifts.  Awakening to  higher 

consciousness , our ability to receive all goodness expands! We become the chalice 

into which the living fire of Divinity flows! 
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 (said on the set of 10 beads) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

The Fourth Glorious Mystery is the Assumption. (said on large single bead)  

The Assumption is the mystery of Mother Mary’s body transported into the heavens. 

Across religions and across the globe we find stories of holy ones who take their 

mortals bodies with them leaving no trace behind. They move freely between the 

physical and the astral plans. We celebrate ascension, life shared with Christ, Mary, 

the Masters of Wisdom and the Holy Ones. 
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We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 

From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s while we envision our spiritual initiations and our eternal life. We 

seek softness and wise elder wisdom unfolding in us, as we experience becoming one 
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essence with the Light. We focus on accepting and receiving in grace and ease new 

realities as we progress step by step along our spiritual journey. 

(said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 

One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

The Fifth Glorious Mystery is the Coronation of Mother Mary as Queen of Heaven and 

Earth. (said on large single bead)  
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We delight in the companionship and guidance of the Enlightened Ones who have 

lived before us and now guide the way for our heavenly experience on earth and out 

of our earthly bodies.  

We join together in saying of the Great Invocation; 

From the point of Light within the Mind of the Divine                                                                            

Let Light stream forth into the minds of all sentient beings                                                               

Let Light complete the earth. 

From the point of Love within the Heart of the Divine                                                                            

Let Love stream forth into the hearts of all sentient beings                                                             

May absolute Christ love be realized on earth. 

From the center where the Will of the Divine is known                                                                            

Let Divine insight guide the resolve of all sentient beings                                                 

The source wisdom the Masters know and serve. 
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From the center which we call the race of humanity                                                                            

Let the Divine realm of higher consciousness be embodied and fulfilled                                                       

Let Love, Light and Power restore human kind to Grace. 

Ten Hail Mary’s as we reflect on the challenges and opportunities we are gifted to 

assist us in our growth and maturity on our path towards enlightenment. Sometimes a 

difficult life or step may result in our deepest spiritual growth.  We stand in life, here 

present, knowing how perfectly everything has been tuned for us to progress on our 

individual path.  We rededicate ourselves to celebrating our challenges well and 

joyfully accept the comfort and wisdom available to us. We experience our 

transformation step by step into the sacred way!  

(said on the set of 10 beads ) 

Hail Mary, Mother of Humanity, all Deities Love Thee, Blessed are you throughout 

creation and blessed are your children on earth. 

 Holy Mary, Mother of the Highest One, Nourish us with wisdom and inspire us through 

our experience in and out of body. Amen. 
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One Glory Be (said on the wire before single bead) 

Glory be to the Father/Mother and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit. 

As it was in the beginning, is now and ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

Final Prayer (Said on the holy medal) 

Hail Holy Queen, Mother of Mercy, You are Guide, Sweetness and Hope. It is to you 

Mother Mary we turn our open hearts as awakening children of Eve; and to you 

Beloved Sister we respectfully make our requests for assistance, invoking your love-

wisdom. 

We implore you to look upon us with your gracious eyes filled with compassion and 

understanding. In our period of growth support us in expanding our vibrational bodies to 

the realm of Love-Divinity. Oh clement, Oh loving, Oh sweet Mother Mary! 

Pray for us Oh Holy Mother of the Christed one, that we may embody and experience the 

promises of Christ as was intended for us from the beginning. Amen. 
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Illumination is Joyfully offered as a spiritual tool for accessing the  

Miraculous Love- Wisdom of Mary 

In Profound Gratitude for The Presence and Power of The Divine in my life                                          

Reverend Julie Renee Doering, November 18, 09 
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